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Abstract: 

                A text is alive when a reader is making exegesis about a literary product with logical 

argument and rational enquiry in to a text. Criticism and application of current literary theories are 

now a seminal mode of interpretation a text. After 1960, it witnessed an odyssey of postmodernism, 

and the literary field had more impact and influence on literature. When a postmodern view is 

applied in literary text, it becomes multiaccentuality and kaleidoscopic text. In this way 

Nagamandala by Karnad is a text of mltiaccentualities in it.  
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                                   Nagamandala is written by GirishKarnad a text of parasitic. The term 

parasite widely accepted in the postmodern world. It is a seminal to imply about postmodernism 

even in the era of Post – Theory or The Theory Has Failed. After the world war second the 

postmodernism has been oxygenated with force of literature.  Postmodern texts are vulnerable to 

have been criticized with mass culture, pop art, by decentringElitism,Eliotization, Modernity 
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indicates green signal for universality, certainly centre, and homogeini8ty. On the contrary, 

postmodrnity welcomes De-universalization, de-centralization and heterogeneity.  Relativism in 

literature and culture is accepted in postmodernism. It depicts that there is no absolute objective 

value.    In simulations Jean Baudrillard mentions the four major principles: 

                   a) Traditional mimetic function 

                   b) Marxist conception 

                   c)    Absence of bestiality 

d) No relation to reality 

Jean Baudrillard has contributed to have a text read in the multi dimensional reading. In 

Nagamandala already the lexical structures are interwoven to keep open it for multiaccentuality 

of reading. It begins with a soliloquy of a Man, who is one of the major characters in the play.  

             The Man speaks: 

                              ‘I don’t believe it  

                              They are naked lamp flames, no wick, no lamps, no one holding them’ (Karnad) 

Soon after the Man’s talking, the four flames start talking themselves. Flames are speaking like 

human beings. The employment of flames is to maintain magic realism. The term magical realism 

is coined by Franz Robin 1925. This term is used to unpack the imagination and fantasy by means 

of documentary painting (310, Stuart). After the advent of this mode of writing, magical realism 

adopted by novelists like Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Carlos Fuentes and Octavia Paz in Latin 

America. In India this method is adopted by Salman Rushdie in his complex novel Midnights 

‘Children. Magic realism is a method which can be lavishly found in the postmodern text. If the 

element of magic realism found in a literary text, it can be interpreted in postmodern text. In 

Nagamandala it is trifocalize the characters Naga, Rani and Appanna. It is believed that flames 

speak in old Indian myth.  

Linda Hutcheon clearly states that magic realism is an amalgamation of ‘fantasy’ and ‘reality’. 

Flames are talking together in the Mytho- reality state in the drama. The Chambers 

dictionaryunpacks the meaning of ‘meta’ is: as along, beyond, above, changing and with. By the 

evolution of postmodernism ‘meta’ the combining form gives the meaning ‘about’ in transition.  
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                     Therefore, most postmodern writers use metafictionj or Meta drama. The implication 

of the term refers to a fiction about a fiction or a novel about a novel or drama about drama. This 

is the fashionable term in postmodernism. In Nagamandala the sudden appearance of mythical 

characters flames and Rain’s three dreams are giving birth to Meta drama in this article to 

understand strategically. By having logical argument the term Meta drama defines itself as a drama 

which makes reader comprehend that the reader is reading a drama with full of postmodern 

consciousness. In the twist of critical intervention of the author’s deliberate employment of 

characters, events, episodes, the reader is made alive about the events and characters that they are 

mere in the form of textualization.  

Therefore, Karnad uses three dreams and unpredicted situations: 

. . . So Rani asks him: ‘where are you taking me? And the eagle answers:‘ beyond the seven.. .(P. 

7) 

1. Then Rani’s parents embrace her and cry  

They kiss her and caress her. At night she sleeps (p. 7) 

2. …. So the demon locks her up in his castle. Then it rains for seven days and seven nights 

(p. 14) 

The above three dreams are scrupulously placed in unforeseen places deliberately by the 

author. The intention of the author is not to immerse with the mythic reality, but it is a mere 

a drama. This is the one of the intellectual techniques to make the reader that this is a drama 

to be enjoyed.  

                In the Act1 Rani, is a seminal character and protagonist in the drama dominated. 

It depicts that there is an androcentric attitude towards a woman. Rani is inside her ‘house’ 

when outside locked. This is an action which is against a woman’s fundamental right. 

Throughout the Act1 Rani is projected as a subaltern and marginalized.  

                In Act 2 Rani is venerated like a goddess in the drama. Subaltern people include 

women and children.  Rani was a subaltern and she does not speak in the Act2 but acts. 

Postcoloniality is also cleverly infused in the text. In the Act 1 colonization and 

androcentrism is prevalent. In the Act 2 postcolonial states is also employed in the drama. 

Rani becomes venerable goddess and more powerful authority over Appanna and village 

people. Therefore, the second act can be considered as a postcolonial text. Naga, a snake 

has a human form and has an affair with Rani. This event itself is a clear vision of magical 

realism and it explores that the desire of Rani’s sleeping with. In the Indian culture Naga 
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is worshiped as a god. In the drama the author has used snake as a human being, who has 

all the earthly desires. 

                                       This event also clearly shows that god is also one with human 

beings. By means of this course of change and transition, it is said that universal and Meta 

narration is decentralized. There is no universal faith and value. This is what postmodern 

writers and critics often emphasize upon pop art or mass culture. Beside, shows that 

postmodernism accepts all. There is no great dichotomy between God and human being.  

This is the Marxist ideology. Rani does not speak more, but acts. The mere action itself is 

a kind of subalternity. Moreover, this is the method of cannibalization. For the entire twist 

and the transition of Rani ,a woman into Godess is kurudavva. Towards the end of the 

drama Kurudavva is found nowhere. Whilst the postmodern reading is applied in 

Nagamandala it is to state that the primary duty of postmodern element is the absence of 

character. In the actual drama the presence of Kurudavva is absent, but in reality the 

absence of Kurudavva is present in the minds of the readers. It makes the reader that the 

reader is reading a literary peace.  Towards the end Kurudavva is vehemently in search of 

her son Kappanna. 

 

                              ‘KURUDAVVA: I must go. Look for my son. Can’t waste time like this 

- - -‘  

Kurudavva and Kappanna are the minor characters in the drama, but take a tremendous 

role to play to transit the play to have a drastic change, because of the root magic. Suddenly 

Kappanna is found missing. There is no sign of going to be missed. This is the event of 

absence of character in the postmodern text or applying postmodernism in the literary text. 

The absence of character is celebrated.  
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